Minidumbbell: A New Form of Native DNA Structure.
The non-B DNA structures formed by short tandem repeats on the nascent strand during DNA replication have been proposed to be the structural intermediates that lead to repeat expansion mutations. Tetranucleotide TTTA and CCTG repeat expansions have been known to cause reduction in biofilm formation in Staphylococcus aureus and myotonic dystrophy type 2 in human, respectively. In this study, we report the first three-dimensional minidumbbell (MDB) structure formed by natural DNA sequences containing two TTTA or CCTG repeats. The formation of MDB provides possible pathways for strand slippage to occur, which ultimately leads to repair escape and thus expansion mutations. Our result here shows that MDB is a highly compact structure composed of two type II loops. In addition to the typical stabilizing interactions in type II loops, MDB shows extensive stabilizing forces between the two loops, including two distinctive modes of interactions between the minor groove residues. The formation of MDB enriches the structural diversity of natural DNA sequences, reveals the importance of loop-loop interactions in unusual DNA structures, and provides insights into novel mechanistic pathways of DNA repeat expansion mutations.